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SAFE-P Navy Standard Kit.
One standard kit contains; 1 thigh belt with velcro stripe lock, one textile pocket
with lid, 2 velcro stripes, one plastic urine bag (volume roughly 2000 ml)
equipped with a n air pressure regulator connected to a plastic tubing for urine
and a plastic tubing for equalize the air pressure. One connector to the urine
tubing, 2 uridome size large and medium.
Recommended instruction leaflet;
1. Place the thigh belt around your thigh and fix to suitable pressure by
using the belts velcro lock.
2. Open the textile pockets lid and place the plastic bag inside the pocket,
enter the air pressure regulator with the plastic tubing’s through the hole
placed in the middle of the pocket lid.
3. Take thereafter the velcro stripes and enter one of them through the left
placed hole on the textile lid and the other thru the right placed hole on
the textile lid. Make sure that the stripes afterwards lay flat and not are
twisted.
4. Close the lid against the pockets velcro lock and make sure the lid is
locked in its fully wide and free from wrinkles. Let both velcro stripes
hang down.
5. Connect the pockets backsides velcro lock to the thigh belts velcro stripe
and press the pieces together gently. Make sure that the pockets top part
not cross the thigh belts top. Important Note; In order to avoid
unpleasant chafe etc. do not let the textile pocket cross over the thigh
belt.
6. Open the package of uridome – after own choice – medium or large, and
place your left hands palm (right hands people) tight against the
abdomen and let the penis pass out between the long finger and
forefinger make sure that no pubis hair comes out between the fingers.
Squeeze by press the fingers together as much as possible, keep the
squeeze and roll on the uridome on penis. Keep the squeeze and use the
right hand to adjust t he uridome so the uridomes inside glue is attached
to the skin. Thereafter release the left hand squeeze.
7. Take the plastic tubing for urine purpose and adjust the length to the
uridome, not to long = risk for chafe, and not to short = unpleasant
feeling. Cut of the tubing. Important Note; The cut shall be done at the
upper side of the flat part of the plastic tubing.
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2.
8. Take the plastic connector and twist and press the visual part of the
connector into the plastic tubing.
9. Remove the plastic cover from the connector and connect the connector
to the uridome on penis. Make sure that the connection is firmly done.
10. Take the plastic tubing connected to the air pressure regulator as vertical
as possible up to roughly navel level, fix the plastic tubing to the stomach
with a band aid etc.
11. Take the pants on and let the two velcro stripes follow. Let the stripes
pass between the pants and belts and back over the front side of the belt.
Thereafter lock the velcro stripes in suitable position. Adjust and lock the
pants belt as usual. Correct fasten velcro stripes, allows fast walking,
running etc. without unpleasant movement of the product.
Removing used / full urine bag;
1.
2.
3.
4.

Remove the plastic connector from the uridome.
Open the textile lid on the textile pocket.
Remove the plastic tubing’s through the lid and lift out the urine bag.
Place a new urine bag into the pocket and proceed in accordance to
article 2, 4, 7 --- 11 above.

Removing of used uridome:
1. Roll of the uridome from penis.
2. Eventually remaining rests from glue at the skin, can easily be removed
by using water and soap.
This instruction leaflet is worked out by CAS AB and shall be treated as a
proposal to a simplified instruction. Each user of the product shall of course
use the product in accordance to their own comfort.
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